
STRINGER BELL BUSINESS PLAN

Russell "Stringer" Bell is a fictional character in The Wire, played by Idris Elba. Bell serves as . The plan fails after Omar
shoots Mouzone, but calls the paramedics after realizing he's been lied to by Stringer. Stringer uses more business-like
strategies as he continues running the Barksdale empire. He obtains legitimate.

Stringer rewarded Bodie's loyalty by promoting him to run their operation at the tower. The country was just
like 'Give me a break. Not just in The Wire, a series with which, after all, he finished with in , but in his
subsequent film and TV career. Ultimately, the episode proves that Stringer's origins in the street have left him
without the patience and restraint required to realize his greater ambitions. Stringer and his crew abduct
Brandon and torture him to death trying to discover Omar's whereabouts. Elsewhere, Stringer deals with Omar
Little 's crew after they steal some of Barksdale's stash from the pit. That's why Jungle Fever [Spike Lee's film
about a black architect Wesley Snipes having an affair with a white woman Annabella Sciorra ] was such a big
deal there. He has released a hip-hop record and worked with Jay-Z on his album American Gangster.
However, the two are no longer as close as they had been before. Mouzone told Avon that he knew Stringer
had intentionally fed Omar misinformation and that he held Avon responsible for Stringer's actions,
threatening to use his connections to cut off the Barksdale organization's supply of drugs from New York. It's
the word, after all, that the slingers, junkies and narcos in The Wire use to describe a drug gang's territory.
Elba is now fiddling with his stocking cap. They then mutilated his corpse and displayed it in the low rises as
Avon had instructed. When D'Angelo cuts himself off from the rest of his family, Stringer takes out a hit
through a connection in Washington. Legacy[ edit ] In the season 5 episode "Late Editions", Clay Davis ,
while describing to Lester Freamon how drug money is routed from the kingpins to state and city politicians
through their lawyers, mentions how he conned a fellow named "Bell" into giving him a great deal of money
because Davis had convinced him that he would be able to use his connections to push his development
forward quickly. He tells them about the book that helped him Paolo Coelho's The Alchemist: "It reminds you
we have choices and that it's important to make them. The apartment was extremely clean, stylishly furnished
and tastefully decorated. When Stringer asserts his opposition to Avon's war against Marlo, Avon accuses him
of lacking the masculinity necessary for their business. So it was good that Stringer died. I wasn't bad at
school, but I was never a bookworm. Avon finds alternatives through Philadelphia and Atlanta connections,
but the heroin they supply is far less potent and more expensive. Though not as vengeful as Barksdale, Bell is
ruthless and completely devoted to his work, eliminating threats to the Barksdale Organization as soon as they
appear. His father was absent for most of his childhood, so he looked up to local gangsters and this led him
into a world of organised crime, armed robbery, kidnap and drugs-selling, finally spending a year in jail for his
crimes. That's not to say he won't get away, because he might. In more symbolic terms, Stringer's ambitions
can be seen as a mirror of capitalism played out in the urban underclass. Worse, Stringer bribes Davis to
connect his organization with federal housing grants, only to learn that Davis had fabricated his federal contact
and pocketed the money. At the same time, Proposition Joe introduces a purer, more effective heroin line
through his connection with The Greek , leading many drug users to migrate to his territory. This finally gives
MCU enough evidence to make a move against Stringer. Only about one in five is accepted, and many get
kicked out along the way for infractions from cheating to maintaining gang ties. There's one word that
intrigues me, namely "corner". When Stringer asserts his opposition to Avon's war against the Stanfield Crew,
Avon accuses Stringer of lacking the toughness necessary for their business, and based on the lack of progress
on his condominiums also accuses him of not being smart enough for the legitimate business world. I kept
flying back for acting jobs over here, but it wasn't exactly cost effective. One young actor asks what she
should do when she feels like jacking it in. Stringer secretly becomes involved with D'Angelo's girlfriend,
Donette , using the relationship to keep an eye on D'Angelo. Along with Joe, Stringer effectively runs the drug
supply in Baltimore. I have a problem with the glorification of a drug dealer and America is fascinated with
that world. He obtains legitimate business fronts for the Barksdales, forms the New Day Co-Op with
Proposition Joe and other rival dealers, and runs meetings with his underlings according to Robert's Rules of
Order. I've read it twice a year since I was 26" , about the film he admires "I recommend you see what Meryl
Streep does in Doubt" , and then takes questions. His desire for a life of financial attainment and the life of the
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mind are evident in his apartment which is highly structured and highlights his library. Avon has tasked
Stringer with ensuring that D'Angelo is acquitted. In Stringer's view, this would make any victory over Marlo
worthless, as street corners generate no money without drugs to sell on them. When Avon hires the legendary
New York enforcer Brother Mouzone to chase rival drug dealers out of the Barksdale towers, Stringer
maneuvers carefully to preserve his alliance with Joe behind Avon's back. He attempts to legitimize the
Barksdale Organization by investing in housing properties and buying influence from politicians. I half expect
Elba to fire a jet of spit, Bodie-style, from the side of his mouth; instead, he sets about a mushroom omelette
and offers to share his toast.


